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link to Can I Use Margarine Instead of Butter For Chocolate Chip Cookies?Can I Use Margarine Instead of Butter For Chocolate Chip Cookies?
Using margarine instead of butter is becoming increasingly popular with many bakers, and for good reason. It is more health-friendly, mimics butter's flavor and reduces spreading, and gives the...
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link to How Are Chocolate Chip Cookies Made?How Are Chocolate Chip Cookies Made?
If you have ever wondered how chocolate chip cookies are made, you will be pleasantly surprised by the answer. All it takes is Brown sugar, Eggs, and Vanilla extract. But before we begin, let us take...
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link to Can You Use Dark Brown Sugar in Chocolate Chip Cookies?Can You Use Dark Brown Sugar in Chocolate Chip Cookies?
Traditionally, chocolate chip cookies are made with brown sugar. You can use white granulated sugar, coconut sugar, or other raw sugars to replace it. Of course, the cookies will have a very...
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link to Can You Make Chocolate Chip Cookies Without Vanilla Extract?Can You Make Chocolate Chip Cookies Without Vanilla Extract?
If you don't have vanilla extract in your pantry, there are many other flavorings you can use in place of it. You can also use dozens of other ingredients to replace vanilla, such as honey. Honey...
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link to How to Make Chocolate Chip Cookies Without Baking SodaHow to Make Chocolate Chip Cookies Without Baking Soda
If you're wondering how to make chocolate chip cookies without baking soda, you've come to the right place. We've answered your burning question with a comprehensive guide. From Ammonia carbonate to...
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link to Can You Make Chocolate Chip Cookies With Whole Wheat Flour?Can You Make Chocolate Chip Cookies With Whole Wheat Flour?
Many people wonder if whole wheat flour is healthier and easier to make than regular flour. Does whole wheat flour have more fiber and nutrients? Will it make your cookies spread out more? Will they...
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Hi, My name is Hannah and I'm the owner of the Keep It Sweet Blog. 
 
 There is nothing that I like better than making a nice dessert. Whether it is brownies, cakes, cookies, or more exotic desserts I love making them all. 
 
 What I've found through years of baking though is that finding good information onling about many desserts can be difficult. Whether it's because the desserts aren't as popular or what exactly the reason is I'm not sure, but I wanted to fix it. 
 
 So the idea for this blog was born. 
 
 On this site I will do my best to answer questions about desserts that simply aren't available anywhere else online. Ultimately, I just want to help people be the best baker that they can be and I felt like answering questions is a way to help do that. 
 
 So dig through my many different dessert categories and see what you think. If you have a question that you can't seem to find the answer for on my site feel free to send me an email and ask as well.
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